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Pledge Programs 
 
Program Title: America’s Test Kitchen Live! 
Length: 
Description:In AMERICA'S TEST KITCHEN LIVE!, the entertaining and informative 
cast of public television's most-watched cooking series tests cookware, tastes ingredients 
and recreates their favorite recipes — all before a live studio audience. 
 
Get Down Tonight – The Disco Explosion (My Music) 
Length: 120 
Description: My Music brings back the disco years with live performances from the 
legends of the lighted dance floor. Hosted by KC and The Sunshine Band, Karen Lynn-
Gorney (Saturday Night Fever co-star) and Dance Fever's Denny Terrio - - this program 
includes the hit-makers featured on the soundtrack of Saturday Night Fever: KC & The 
Sunshine Band (That's The Way I Like It, Get Down Tonight), The Trammps (Disco 
Inferno), Yvonne Elliman (If I Can't Have You), Tavares (More Than A Woman) and 
more bring back the days of polyester suits, big hair, mirror balls and 8-track tapes. 
 
Program Title: Piano Guy: Tips, Cheap Tricks, and Professional Secrets 
Length: 
Description: A program for the millions of people who wish they could just sit down at 
the piano and play their favorite tune. Scott Houston shows you how the pros play – in a 
style enormously simpler than traditional classical piano lessons.  
 
MoTown Memories (My Music) 
Length 90 
Description: Following up on 2005's hit Motown - The Early Years, My Music presents 
more great Motown memories with a definitive collection of tunes from Hittsville, USA. 
This special focuses on archival hits and rare interviews from five Motown Legends: The 
Temptations, The Four Tops, Smokey Robinson & The Miracles, Diana Ross & The 
Supremes and Marvin Gaye. Hosted by Mary Wilson, one of the original members of The 
Supremes. 
 
Program Title: Dance Party: The Teenarama Story 
Length: 
Description:Narrated by Motown recording artist Martha Reeves, this film examines 
television's teen-dance phenomenon of the 1950s and '60s. During the time, African-
American teens often were excluded or given "separate but unequal" treatment by shows 
like American Bandstand. That all changed in 1963 when a small television station in 
Washington, D.C. launched a dance program geared specifically to black teenagers.  
 

 



RELIGION 
 
Religion & Ethics News Weekly 
Length:     30 
Source: PBSPL 
Bob Abernethy hosts a roundtable discussion on America's moral obligations in Iraq; 
Kim Lawton looks at the constraints and challenges facing American Muslim charities in 
the wake of U.S. government anti-terror investigations; Rabbi Chaim Hershkowitz 
describes how special classes are teaching children about the spiritual significance of the 
shofar. 
 
Jerusalem: Center of the World 
Length: 120 
Source: PBS 
Jerusalem is arguably one of the most fascinating and complicated cities in the world. 
This program draws on religious texts, the science of archaeology and oral traditions 
passed on through millennia to try to determine why this small city has occupied the 
minds of so many for so long. Host Ray Suarez of THE NEWSHOUR leads viewers to 
the holiest sites of Judaism, Christianity and Islam - on the land, from the sky and 
underground. 
 

INTERVIEW/DISCUSSION/REVIEW 
 
Series Title:    To The Contrary 
Length:  30 
Women and the War: A women's antiwar group is taking steps to bring an end to the war 
in Iraq. Will Congress listen?  
Opting in: Recent polls more women prefer to work outside the home.   
High School Major: More students nationwide are required to choose a major in high 
school.  
Panelists: Del. Eleanor Holmes Norton (D-DC); The Heritage Foundation's Genevieve 
Wood; Democratic Commentator Jenny Backus; and Independent Women's Forum's 
Leslie Sanchez. 
 
John McLaughlin’s One on One 
Length: 30 
Source APT 
JOHN MCLAUGHLIN'S ONE ON ONE tackles the questions Americans are asking. 
With his finger on the pulse of breaking news, veteran political journalist John 
McLaughlin secures exclusive, thought-provoking, behind-the-scenes interviews with an 
unparalleled roster of national and international figures. Spanning the spectrum of 
politics, science, business, medicine and entertainment, major players on the national and 
world stage discuss timely topics, including the war in Iraq, the economy, education, new 
technologies, disparities in health care, North Korea's missile testing and the upsurge of 
school violence. 



 
Series Title:   Charlie Rose 
Length: 60 
Source: PBSPL 
An hour conversation with artist Brice Marden from The Museul of Modern Art during a 
retrospective of his paintings and drawings is a renowned abstract painter whose work 
focuses on minimalism and gestural abstraction. 
 
Series Title: Tavis Smiley 
Length: 30 
Source: PBS 
Former VP nominee and HUD secretary Jack Kemp comments on what the GOP should 
be doing to reach out to voters of color. Emmy-winning actor Joe Pantoliano talks about 
his film project, Canvas, and his advocacy for open discussion on mental health. 
 
Series Title:    Think Tank with Ben Wattenberg 
Length: 30 
Source: PBSPL 
This week Think Tank, Ben Wattenberg discusses economic bubbles with Daniel Gross, 
Newsweek columnist and author of POP! Why Bubbles are Great for the Economy. 
 
Augustus Saint-Gaudens: master of American Sculpture 
Length: 60 
Source: PBS 
AUGUSTUS SAINT-GAUDENS: MASTER OF AMERICAN SCULPTURE is the life 
story of a man considered to be America's premier sculptor of the 19th and early 20th 
centuries. He was trained in Paris and Rome and had a career that spanned three decades. 
Saint-Gaudens created nearly 150 works of art, including a number of major public 
monuments to heroes of the Civil War.  
 
White House Chronicles 
Length: 30 
Source: WHUT 
 This week program hosts Llewellyn King and Linda Gasparello interview a single guest 
- the award-winning foreign affairs expert, correspondent and syndicated columnist 
Arnaud de Borchgrave.  Mr. de Borchgrave will discuss his long career reporting on 
foreign policy and give his views on some of today's major crises, including the Middle 
East and Korea.  During a 30-year career at Newsweek magazine, Mr. de Borchgrave 
covered most of the world's major news events and interviewed many of the world's 
political and military leaders.  He was appointed editor in chief of the Washington Times 
and Insight magazine in l985 and left there in 1991.  He currently serves as Editor-at-
Large of the Washington Times and Editor-at-Large at United Press International. 
 
Foreign Exchange with Fareed  Zakaria 
Length: 30 
Source: APTEX 



In Focus: "A Woman Among Warlords".  
In Depth: Conditions on the ground in Iraq.  
In Perspective: Foreign Policy Distraction. 
 
A Passion for Giving 
Length: 50 
Source: NETA 
A PASSION FOR GIVING is a stylish, powerful film about the importance of "giving" 
anything - time, resources, talent - to help other people,animals, and the planet. The 
program weaves great music and interviews with fascinating people, some famous some 
not, to illustrate the benefits and happiness that can come from giving of oneself. 
 
This Is America with Dennis Wholey 
Length:30 
Source: WHUT 
Host Dennis Wholey  
join host Dennis Wholey for a look at the pending Free Trade Agreement between the 
United States and South Korea. Interviews include Amb. Jong-Hoon Kim, Chief 
Negotiator for the Korea-US FTA; Jeffrey Jones of the American Chamber of Commerce 
in Korea; and Deputy Minister Hong Young-Pyo of the Korean Ministry of Finance and 
Economy. 
 

LOCAL PROGRAMS 
 
Evening Exchange 
Length: 30 
Source: WHUT 
Hosted by veteran news journalist Kojo Nnamdi, Evening Exchange features insightful 
profiles of notable figures that influence our communities daily. Discover facts and 
stories behind the lives of authors, religious leaders, politicians, entrepreneurs, and 
entertainers in a relaxed and stylish setting. 
 
 
Howard University 142nd Opening Convocation 
Length: 60 
Source: WHUT 
 

COOKING 
 
America’s Test Kitchen 
Length: 30  
Source: APT 
A combination of professional kitchen and laboratory, the fascinating new series 
America's Test Kitchen invites viewers into the world of product, food and recipe testing. 
In each episode of the 13-part series, test kitchen experts and taste-testing judges 



scrutinize techniques, raw materials and cookware. Host Christopher Kimball brings his 
expertise to the series, which follows the format of the magazine Cook's Illustrated by 
identifying and solving common cooking problems, objectively evaluating equipment and 
demystifying ingredients for viewers interested in preparing the perfect dish. 
 
Lidia’s Italy 
Length: 30 
Source: APTEX 
LIDIA'S ITALY celebrates the land Lidia Bastianich calls home. In her new series, Lidia 
journeys throughout Italy to sample and prepare local specialties from Rome, Naples, 
Padua, Sicily, Trieste and Istria. Back in her kitchen in the United States, the warm and 
engaging host demonstrates two or three recipes she encountered during her travels. 
Throughout the series, friends and family often join Lidia in the kitchen. Her daughter 
Tanya introduces some of Lidia's favorite hidden cultural treasures, while her son Joseph 
frequently stops by to discuss regional wines. 
 
Bake Decorate Celebrate! 
Length: 30 
Source: NETA 
On Bake Decorate Celebrate! every day is a celebration. The premier series combines 
elements of cooking, lifestyle, and how-to, creating an exciting new program guaranteed 
to appeal to a broad range of viewers. Hosts Nancy Siler and Melanie lasscock welcome 
viewers into the Bake Decorate Celebrate! kitchen. Series 100 offers cakes, cookies and 
more. Tuning in, viewers will see a different theme is featured weekly including 
everything from kids' birthdays and garden parties to simple tiered cakes, cookies and 
cupcakes. 
 

EXCERCISE 
 
Classical Stretch 
Length: 30 
Source: APTEX 
Classical Stretch: The Esmonde Technique focuses on overall wellness and physical 
fitness. This series of 26 half-hour episodes, hosted by Miranda Esmonde-White, features 
a graceful, fluid and controlled method of stretching the entire body. It combines yoga, 
tai chi, Pilates and ballet techniques, plus specific movements and stretches that reach 
muscles and ligaments not normally targeted in the average fitness program. The 
movements, designed in consultation with a physician and a physiotherapist, are simple, 
safe, effective and appropriate for all ages and fitness levels. 
 
Wai Lana 
Length: 30 
Source: APTEX 
Since the early 1980s, Wai Lana has been inspiring new and veteran yoga practitioners 
around the world. Her talent, along with 20 years of experience studying and practicing 
this ancient art, have made her a primary figure in increasing worldwide appreciation of 



the beauty and health benefits of yoga. Shot on location around the world, this series 
features superb production values and stunning scenery. Wai Lana demonstrates the 
serenity- and strength-inducing poses in settings that highlight nature's beauty. From 
snowcapped mountains to the southwest desert, from a waterfall in a lush forest to an 
awesome shoreline, the scenery combines with original music, and Wai Lana's wisdom 
and joyful physical presence, to create an instructional series that is truly a standout. 
 
 
Body Electric 
Length: 30 
Source: KNME 
The producer and host of body Electric shattered convention in 1985 by introducing her 
television audience to an exercise program set to music that produced strength with grace. 
 

HOW TO/SELF HELP 
 
Fons and Porter’s Love of Quilting 
Length: 30 
Source: NETA 
Liz and Marianne share Snow Buddies, by Sandy Greif, and teach you how to create this 
special Log Cabin variation. 
 
Hometime 
Length: 30 
Source: PBSPL 
Hometime, hosted by Dean Johnson, helps homeowners achieve professional-looking 
results from their home improvement projects. Hometime tackles everything from 
landscaping, painting, and kitchen facelifts to managing new construction and major 
additions to older houses. 
 
Best of the Joy of Painting  
Length: 30 
Source: APTEX 
Hosted by the late Bob Ross, THE BEST OF THE JOY OF PAINTING XIV will 
continue to delight and encourage the painting hobbyist.  In these selected programs from 
the vast library, viewers receive entertaining instruction on Ross' "wet-on-wet" technique 
of painting. 
 
 
Scrapbook Memories  
Length: 30 
Source: NETA 
You'll discover a new world of scrap booking creativity as hosts; Julie McGuffee, 
Michele Gerbrandt & Beth Madland welcome you to the brand new Scrapbook 
Memories. Join them as they begin creating a world of memories with the latest in 



techniques, fabulous tips, and guests who will lend their expertise, inspiring you to 
memory crafting fun.  
 
Ask This Old House  
Length: 30  
Source: PBSPL 
Ask This Old House, solves the steady stream of home improvement problems faced by 
viewers — and the show makes house calls! Ask This Old House features some familiar 
faces, including Kevin O'Connor, general contractor Tom Silva, plumbing and heating 
expert Richard Trethewey, and landscape contractor Roger Cook. 
 
 
This Old House  
Length: 30 
Source: PBSPL 
Host Kevin O'Connor finds general contractor Tom Silva in the backyard prepping the 
footings for the new porch columns. Landscape contractor Roger Cook brings in civil 
engineer Mike Kosmo to do the perk test needed for the new landscape plan. To learn 
more about the form, architect Treff LaFleche shows Kevin a stunning neighborhood 
shingle-style house that he purchased, renovated and sold three years ago. The turn-of-
the-century home features a curved wrap-around porch, dramatic entry hall, charming 
inglenook and, similar to the renovation plans the team has in store, a new open kitchen 
and family room that connect visually with the rest of the house. Back on site, Roger 
finds certified arborist Matt Foti removing a rotted red maple from the side yard with a 
tree crew and crane. 
 
P. Allen Smith’s Garden  
Length: 30 
Source: APTEX 
Who doesn't love to kick back in a comfortable bed with a good book? Allen explores 
some of the resting places in the Garden Home Retreat and ties them to the gardens. 
Bedside bouquets and accessories make these rooms a sweet retreat. 
 
The Katie Brown Workshop  
Length: 30 
Source: APTEX 
The effervescent Katie Brown returns with more fun and inexpensive cooking, gardening 
and decorating projects designed to turn any house into a home. Her appealing and 
imaginative approach to the home arts has been a breath of fresh air for a new generation 
of homemakers. In each episode, Katie prepares a simple and enjoyable meal, works her 
magic in the garden and transforms ordinary items into ornate gifts, festive holiday 
flourishes and helpful home organizers. 
 
Design Squad  
Length: 30 
Source: PBSPL 



Challenged to come up with a way to cover all the angles of a basketball game via 
remote-controlled cameras, the teams dive into action and compete to prove who's got 
(the whole) game! 

 
KIDS 
 
Sesame Street 
Length: 30 
Source: PBS 
Year after year for over three decades, Sesame Street has maintained a mission to reach 
young children in powerful and responsible ways with a view that learning and fun are 
equally crucial elements of any young child’s education. Within a community of playful 
and curious Muppets and monsters as well as nurturing adults, Sesame Street fosters a 
love of learning. Each episode of Sesame Street is backed by a curriculum, which is 
founded in years of research and continuous work with educational experts. Through this 
work with teachers, researchers, parents like you, and information gained from 
preschoolers themselves Sesame Street continues to evolve, growing with the needs of 
today’s children and their caregivers. 
 
Arthur 
Length: 30 
Source: PBS 
Arthur is an animated series that airs daily on PBS Kids. Aimed at viewers between the 
ages of four and eight, ARTHUR's goal is to help foster an interest in reading and 
writing, and to encourage positive social skills. Based on the children's books by Marc 
Brown, ARTHUR premiered in 1996 as one of the first ongoing animated programs 
based on a book series. The show chronicles the adventures of Arthur (an eight-year-old 
aardvark) through engaging, emotional stories that explore issues faced by real kids. It is 
a comedy that tells these stories from a kid's point of view without moralizing or talking 
down. Situations on ARTHUR develop in realistic ways, and don't always turn out as we 
-- or Arthur and his friends -- might expect. 
Postcard from Buster 
 
Maya & Miguel 
Length: 30 
Source: PBS  
With humorous twists and turns, every episode of Maya & Miguel presents new adventures and 
double the fun for these 10-year-old twins. Featuring their family, friends and richly diverse 
neighborhood, each story revolves around Maya's well-intentioned meddling in the lives of her family 
and friends, always placing her in an interesting and often hilarious predicament. Maya and Miguel are 
driven by the idea that shared happiness is greater than personal gain. 
 
Saddle Club 
Length: 30 
Source: APTEX 



Based on the popular novels by Bonnie Bryant, The Saddle Club follows the dramatic 
adventures of young girls and their horses. Set amidst the excitement of the equestrian 
world, each episode takes 12-year-old friends Stevie (Sophie Bennett), Carole (Keenan 
MacWilliam) and Lisa (Lara Marshall) on a journey of personal discovery and growth. 
As if pressures from the stables, caring for their horses, school, baby-sitting and 
parents aren't enough, the threesomes are beginning to notice boys for the first time. 

FINANCE  
 
Moneytrack 
Length: 30 
Source: APT 
Moneytrack aims to educate and inspire investors and consumers to take greater control 
over their financial lives. The series features location stories about investing, personal 
finances and tips for avoiding common investment scams. Co-hosts Jack Gallagher and 
Pam Krueger suggest resources to learn more about a particular topic. Additionally, 
syndicated personal finance author and Newsweek columnist Jane Bryant Quinn, 
television personality Ben Stein and "Investing 101" reporter Rob Black provide tips for 
those seeking to make more educated investment decisions. The 13-part series also 
addresses the needs and concerns of underserved communities with regular in-depth 
features about first-time and minority homeowners, new technologies developed for the 
impaired, finding college scholarships, grants and other financial aid, and many other 
related topics.  
 
Consuelo Mack WealthTrack 
Length: 30 
Source: NETA 
Consuelo Mack WealthTrack offers a unique holistic approach to investing. The series 
mission is to help viewers manage "all the investments they care about" for the long term, 
including stocks, bonds, real estate, insurance and collectibles, with advice from the best 
minds in business. Veteran business journalist Consuelo Mack brings viewers the 
acknowledged experts in a diversified range of fields, in a fresh format with broad appeal. 
 
 
World Business 
Length: 30 
Source: APTEX 
50 years ago Malaysia won its independence from Britain and has since progressed from 
tin mining and rubber tapping to becoming one of the world's leading electronics 
producers. However it has been far from easy, and along the way Malaysia had to 
contend with a communist insurgency, and balancing the interests of a multi-racial and 
multi-religious society. 
 
 

 



HEALTH  
 
Second Opinion: Taking Charge of Your Healthcare 
 Episode Title: Dementia 
Length: 30 
Source:PBSPL 
Nearly five million people in the United States are living with some degree of dementia. 
Over the next few decades, aging baby boomers are expected to push that number even 
higher. This episode of Second Opinion introduces a panel of researchers and health care 
providers, along with one extraordinary dementia patient, who explore the latest trends in 
diagnosing and treating one of the most frightening illnesses a family can face. 
 
 

TRAVEL 
 
Globe Trekker 
Length:    60 
Source: APT 
Globe Trekker is a dynamic and stylish series that transports viewers to unforgettable 
destinations around the world. Each episode documents the journey of one  
vibrant young travel guide as they sample local delicacies, stay in traditional  
lodgings — huts, desert tents and local guesthouses — and interact with residents in ways 
that bring these exotic destinations to life. In keeping with their aim of "living as the 
locals do", the travelers explore the sights and activities that include a mix of traditional 
and popular culture, landmark attractions and off-the-beaten-path adventures. Globe 
Trekker appeals to "extreme" travelers and armchair viewers alike with its stunning 
photography, rhythmic indigenous music and unique spirit of adventure. 
 
Roadtrip Nation: Destination Unknown 
Length: 30 
Source: APT 
The fun, fast-paced eight-part Roadtrip Nation: Destination Unknown follows the 
summer roadtrip of three eager college students as they trek across America in a neon 
green RV. Along the way, they meet and interview students and CEOs alike for advice on 
achieving success and happiness.  
 

MUSIC 
 
Soundstage 
Length:  60 
Source: PBS 
The innovative and prestigious program achieved widespread critical acclaim and 
featured the artists that defined the era. Soundstage played host to such luminaries as Bob 
Dylan, Al Green, Janis Ian, Aretha Franklin, Bonnie Raitt, the Doobie Brothers, Arlo 



Gutherie, Jose Feliciano, Harry Chapin, Benny Goodman, Dionne Warwick, Itzhak 
Perlman, the Temptations, Kenny Loggins, among others. 
 
Austin City Limits 
Length:   60 
Source: PBSPL 
For over 30 years, Austin City Limits has presented live music, pure and simple, to 
audiences across the world. The award-winning series spotlights artists of every musical 
genre — from rhythm and blues to rock, jazz, and alternative music. 
 

NEWS 
 
BBC World News 
Length: 30 
Source: WLIW 
BBC world news brings you commercial free news from around the world.  
 
 
This Week 
Length: 30 
Source: NETA 
This Week is a weekend edition of the BBC World News. 

 
AUTO  
 
Motorweek 
Length: 30 
Source: PBSPL 
As Emmy Award-winning producer, host and creator of MotorWeek, television's original 
most popular automotive series, John Davis can be seen throughout the U.S. on PBS and 
SPEED. Through media appearances, Davis' automotive industry expertise is tapped by 
commercial radio and television programs nationwide (Weekend Today and Live with 
Regis and Kelly) as key industry developments arise. In print, Davis' bi-weekly feature on 
automotive industry topics appears in The Washington Post. A sought-after speaker, 
Davis frequently addresses automotive executives, consumer groups, automotive 
enthusiasts and students interested in the field. 
 

 
 
 
 
 



PRIME TIME 
 
Series Title:    Independent Lens 
Program title: Word play 
Format:   Documentary 
Source: PBS 
Fifty million Americans work crossword puzzles each week, many in the venerable New 
York Times, where Will Shortz has been editor for 12 years. This program presents an 
entertaining and informative look at Shortz' work and that of the puzzle constructors with 
whom he collaborates, as well as coverage of the American Crossword Puzzle 
Tournament, an annual competition, founded by Shortz, that profiles a number of 
intelligent and ingratiating contestants. This portrait of an American institution that 
fosters an overarching sense of community among crossword lovers everywhere features 
interviews with celebrity crossword solvers, including Bill Clinton, Bob Dole, Jon 
Stewart, Ken Burns, the Indigo Girls and others. 
 
VOCES 
Format: Series 
Source: APTEX 
Length: 60 
VOCES is an innovative series that showcases the best Latino films. Each week, VOCES 
journeys deep into the heart and soul of Latino culture to present an eclectic mix of 
compelling documentaries and exciting musical specials that celebrate the rich variety of 
the Latino-American experience.  
 
Girl’s Life 
Length: 60 
Source: PBS 
A GIRL'S LIFE explores what it means to be a girl in America today. On the surface, it 
seems clear. The new American girl is becoming more and more powerful -- and she 
knows it. This program brings together the latest scientific research on the psychological, 
physical, emotional and spiritual development of girls, to help parents, educators and all 
concerned better understand them. The program is based in part on author Rachel 
Simmons' book "Odd Girl Out." 
 
Hard Problems: The Road to the World’s Toughest 
Format:  Documentary 
Length: 60 
Source: APTEX 
HARD PROBLEMS follows the six exceptional high school students who represented 
the United States in 2006 at the world's toughest math competition - the International 
Mathematical Olympiad (IMO).  
 
 
 
 



The Men Who Sailed the Liberty Ships 
Format: Documentary 
Source: APT 
Length: 60 
THE MEN WHO SAILED THE LIBERTY SHIPS pays belated homage to the U.S. 
Merchant Marines, civilians who volunteered for one of the most dangerous jobs of 
World War II: sailing cargo ships loaded with food, fuel and raw materials to the 
frontlines. 
 
Washington DC National Parks   
Format: Documentary 
Source: WHUT 
Length: 30 
Local Documentary. 
 
 
To Brooklyn and Back: A Mohawk Journey 
Format: Doc 
Source:  PBSPL 
Length: 60  
Mohawk filmmaker Reaghan Tarbell of Kahnawake, Quebec, explores her roots and 
traces the connections of her family to the Mohawk community in Brooklyn, New York. 
For more than 50 years, the Kahnawake Mohawks of Quebec occupied a 10-square-block 
area in the North Gowanus section of Brooklyn, which became known as Little 
Caughnawaga.  
 
National Christmas Tree Lighting 
Length: 60 
 
LA Holiday Celebration 2009 
Length: 60 
Source: PBS 
This program is a music and dance special highlighting the top performances from the 
LIVE 2008 Holiday Celebration at the Music Center of Los Angeles. The program 
reflects the cultural mosaic of Los Angeles and the broader "melting pot" of the United 
States as performers of African, Asian, European and Latino backgrounds join to express 
the joy of the season. 
 
History Detectives 
Episode Title:  
Format: Magazine 
Source: PBS 

History Detectives is devoted to exploring the complexities of historical mysteries, 
searching out the facts, myths and conundrums that connect local folklore, family legends 
and interesting objects.Traditional investigative techniques, modern technologies, and 



plenty of legwork are the tools the History Detectives team of experts uses to give new - 
and sometimes shocking - insights into our national history. The hosts of the program are 
a high-energy quartet of renowned experts in the world of historical investigations. Their 
expertise ranges from architecture, popular culture and sociology to archeology, 
collectibles and genealogy. The hosts and crew log thousands of miles each season 
crisscrossing the country investigating mysteries in your backyard. Having just 
completed its fifth season, History Detectives boasts a loyal and devoted audience who 
contribute more than 75% of the stories investigation. 

Travels To The Edge With Art Wolfe 
Length: 30 
Source: APTEX 
Ethiopia is like no other place in Africa. Some of the isolated animist tribes who have 
lived there for centuries are still unaware that they reside in a country called Ethiopia. In 
this episode, Art ventures into the Omo Valley, Ethiopia's nearly inaccessible and richest 
tribal zone. After enduring muddy, impassable roads and swollen rivers, he makes his 
way to the Hamer, Karo and remote Surma tribes. He documents the tribes' unique body 
painting, elaborate adornments and timeless ceremonies. 
 
 

 

 
 
 


